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the people. That's one thing that Indians really have but lack,

in other

words, they have the unity but they don't go about it,
(But yet, you think job relocation is a good thing?)
I think job relocation is a good thing because it gives you more
responsibility.

As for instance, maybe a young guy going out of town.

He's run around all his life. Drinking, just doing everything that he- •

wants -£"0 do without even having any kind of means of support or any kind
of responsibility.

And once he leaves town, he has this responsibility.

This fact that he has to support himself.

Well, then he realizes how

much of importance it is. Maybe some of'•the Indian youths don't think •
that way. ' I don't.know, -f have friends who went on relocation twice and
then, they come back* bause' they don't like to work.
0
\

thing always can'.t—
1

But see this is some-

I
I

/
/

f

^(Now is it that'they/don't like to work, or is it that they did not like
the city and they felt ill at ease?)

'

'

Now this is what" % cfan't know. Maybe they, didn't have this,full
responsibility;that they should have had.
_ /

/f-

Maybe they wanted to come back

•

•

-

hon?e and iive off their parents or off the welfare rolls instead of support^g themselves and having—living in a pretty good culture./
(Do you believe that the white—that the Indian should try his yery best
/

,

/

1

to/acculturate himself Into the white mainstream?)
/
:
/
'
'' '
^ l l , I don't think he should try to come" to the white man's wa^s.
a*ybe if he can*-.
(I mean do vou think that's the best way?)

•

^

Mavbe—maybe if he can do better among his Indian counterparts.

If he

went to an Indian boarding school and had to apply for a job there.

Or

an Indian institution and apply for a job -there. Well,)' maybe he can do
better there. But I think he" can find more responsibility aaong the

/

